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Aruze Gaming is Changing the Game at this year’s Global Gaming Expo in Las Vegas, Nevada. Booth#
2659 will be hosting the newly introduced Cube-X Vertical with other multiple products. The newest
titles coming out exclusively on the Cube-X Vertical, Tower Stack Lion and Tower Stack Dragon allow the
player to play up to three frames adding up to 150 lines. Just to keep the excitement going, Aruze
decided to add a 23-inch customized topper with LED effects to compliment the cabinet lighting. In
addition, the Tower Stack titles will be available on the recently launched Cube-X Vertical 80 with a 4level progressive jackpot. Cube-X Vertical 80 encompasses two 42-inch vertical monitors to bring the
most realistic visual experience to players. Cube-X Vertical and Cube-X Vertical 80 features the fastest
operating system and are equipped with a high-end graphic board to offer eye-capturing animations.
Cube-X Ultimate, the extravagant 8-foot stepper cabinet cannot be missed at the Expo. With the 999.9
Gold Wheel series being such a hit since its release last September, Aruze expanded their library to eight
themes. Of the eight themes available, four are set up as 3-reel and the remaining four as 5-reel. The
iconic mechanical wheel, which is very popular throughout the gaming world, boosts this series to the
apex of the industry. This beautiful creation of a slot machine has truly engaged the players in a way that
has rarely been done before.
Aruze continues to support their core Cube-X Innovator and Video products, as well as their Electronic
Table Game development. Aaron Huang, Vice President Corporate Strategy of Aruze Gaming America,
states ‘‘At this year’s G2E, we are debuting new content on all platforms as well as a new cabinet, CubeX Vertical. With so much gaming variety to be showcased, Aruze Gaming is sure to continue
entertaining every kind of player.”

